CONFIGR-STARS, a new methodology based on a model of the human visual system, is developed for registration of star images. The algorithm first applies CONFIGR, a neural model that connects sparse and noisy image components. CONFIGR produces a web of connections between stars in a reference starmap or in a test patch of unknown location. CONFIGR-STARS splits the resulting, typically highly connected, web into clusters, or "constellations." Cluster geometry is encoded as a signature vector that records edge lengths and angles relative to the cluster's baseline edge. The location of a test patch cluster is identified by comparing its signature to signatures in the codebook of a reference starmap, where cluster locations are known. Simulations demonstrate robust performance in spite of image perturbations and omissions, and across starmaps from different sources and seasons. Further studies would test CONFIGR-STARS and algorithm variations applied to very large starmaps and to other technologies that may employ geometric signatures. Open-source code, data, and demos are available from http://techlab.bu.edu/STARS/ .
Introduction
Advances in telescope and camera technology have dramatically increased the ability of amateur astronomers to contribute to star image archives. Professionals and amateurs now create a plethora of quality images which, like historical image libraries, are not necessarily registered. Instruments, weather, and lighting produce substantial variability across observations, and "a vast majority of astronomical data is in disarray" (Romero, 2008, p. 14) . New tools for registering star image patches with respect to a standard atlas would help astronomers to add partially documented data to archives and share information.
Through history and across civilizations, humans have cross-referenced star images by clustering salient groups and connecting them to form constellations. Star cluster identification is supported by star-gazing software such as Astrometry.net (http://astronomy.net/), Google Earth Sky (http://earth.google.com/sky/index.html), and Stellarium (http://www.stellarium.org/). These programs threshold the brightest stars, then do a template search for characteristic features of known neighborhoods.
The present work introduces a novel method that applies a model of human vision to the star image registration problem. While building a coherent representation of a retinal image, the visual system links spatially separated segments. Early visual areas in the brain-V1-V2-V4-compensate for small and large gaps by completing boundaries and filling-in features. CONFIGR (CONtour FIgure and GRound) is a computational model based on principles of biological vision that completes sparse and noisy image figures (Carpenter, Gaddam, & Mingolla, 2007) . CONFIGR balances filling-in as figure against complementary filling-in as ground. Originally designed to fill-in missing contours in an incomplete image such as a dashed line, the same CONFIGR system connects sparse dots and unifies occluded objects. The model self-scales its completion distances, filling-in across gaps of any length, where unimpeded, while limiting connections among dense pixel groups. Code, data, and demos of the general-purpose CONFIGR algorithm, which runs without free parameters, are available from http://techlab.bu.edu/CONFIGR/.
CONFIGR-STARS extends the CONFIGR model to address the star image registration problem. Computational examples demonstrate how the system finds the location of a star test patch that may be rotated or perturbed, with omissions and noise. Various starmaps and test patches illustrate the robustness of the CONFIGR-STARS algorithm. Romero (2008) describes a related method that maps a test patch with unknown location to a reference map with a billion stars. This algorithm clusters a test patch into groups of four stars. For each quad, the geometry of the stars' relative positions is translated to a fourdimensional code, which is compared to quad codes in a star catalogue. To define a quad, the two most distant stars form the diameter of a circular neighborhood of interest, within which the relative positions of the other two stars are encoded. This project has now become part of Google Earth Skyview.
The present article constitutes a pilot study of a new method that complements existing methods. In contrast to the Romero method, CONFIGR iterates its connection computations to convergence, with no local neighborhood constraints, and CONFIGR-STARS encodes geometric measures (length ratios and angles) of each cluster. Further studies would explore the marginal utility of the CONFIGR-STARS method on large starmaps. Figure 1 shows how CONFIGR-STARS locates an unlabeled test patch ( Figure 1a ) in a reference starmap. The NASA starmap of the Northern Hemisphere winter evening sky was produced using Star Maps software from the Mount Wilson Observatory. The CONFIGR algorithm computes short-range and long-range connections between test patch stars ( Figure 1b) . CONFIGR-STARS then splits the resulting web into smaller star clusters (Figure 1c ). Geometric signatures of test patch clusters with three or four edges serve as footprints for registration with a starmap, where each CONFIGR-STARS cluster has an associated location (Figure 1d ). Note that, in this example, only three of the four test patch cluster edges correspond geometrically to edges in the identified starmap cluster. Given the large space of possible configurations, even partial cluster matches successfully map test patches to clusters in the reference starmap. For visibility, simulation examples show identified starmap areas magnified to the scale of the test patch, and stars are displayed as larger than their one-pixel size.
Starmap A (Figure 1 ) includes stars that are brighter than a designated threshold value. The (dimensionless) brightness of astronomical objects is defined as the ratio of brightness as seen by an observer on Earth to brightness in the absence of the atmosphere. With a logarithmic scale that originated in ancient Greece, the smaller the numerical value, the brighter the object, so that the brightest stars are "of the first magnitude." In modern usage (http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/ask_astro/answers/980302a.html), an object that is 2.5 times dimmer than another is one magnitude greater, with the bright star Vega close to the baseline http://csep10.phys.utk.edu/astr161/lect/time/maps.html Test patch γ http://www.physics.csbsju.edu/astro/constellations/cassiopeia_l.html magnitude 0.0. The human eye can detect stars from magnitude 6.5 (dimmest), on a dark clear night far from city lights, to -1.5 (the brightest, Sirius). In suburbs or cities, stars may be visible only to magnitudes 2-4. Jupiter may be as bright as -3, and Venus as bright as -4. The full moon is near magnitude -13, and the sun near magnitude -27. Starmap A includes stars of brightness magnitude less than six, and the visible planets.
The telescope or camera used to capture a test patch is assumed to record the brightness levels of stars and their spatial scales. CONFIGR-STARS projects each star in a test patch or starmap to a single pixel, which is labeled image-figure. For a set of sparsely distributed imagefigure pixels (Figure 2a ), CONFIGR produces a web of connections. In Figure 2b , CONFIGR edges connect six dots to one other dot, 27 to two others, and seven dots to three others. In all, CONFIGR produces 41 figure connections. As Figure 2b indicates, CONFIGR connects pixels across arbitrarily long, but unobstructed, distances, and does so using the same mechanisms as for short-range connections. Although the final connected figure is suggestive of optimization procedures such as those applied to the Traveling Salesman Problem (Flood, 1956) , CONFIGR relies on local image-based computations, not the minimization of a global cost function.
CONFIGR-STARS splits the web into clusters that have up to four connected segments, with one to five star vertices (Figure 2c ). The geometry of each cluster is encoded as a sixdimensional signature, which records edge lengths and angles relative to a baseline edge. The dictionary of signatures in a reference starmap produces a codebook. For a test patch of unknown location, CONFIGR-STARS computes cluster signatures that are quickly matched to starmap signatures, whose cluster locations are known. Two clusters are defined as matched if all, or all but one, of the edges meet a specified matching criterion. Section 2 summarizes the CONFIGR model, and Section 3 shows how the CONFIGR-STARS algorithm divides the CONFIGR web into smaller clusters ("constellations"), each with a signature that embodies the cluster geometry. Section 4 describes starmaps with different brightness thresholds, perturbations, and rotations, and illustrates how CONFIGR-STARS locates test patches in a variety of starmaps. Section 5 indicates future directions.
CONFIGR: A vision-based model for figure completion
The following description of the CONFIGR model is adapted from Carpenter, Gaddam, and Mingolla (2007) .
In the process of recognizing objects, the human visual system encounters long-range featural gaps, derived from physiology, occlusion, and image sparseness. Early visual areas in the central nervous system-areas V1-V2-V4-compensate for such gaps by completing boundaries and filling-in features (Pessoa & De Weerd, 2003) . Faced with a complex image, the completion mechanism of a visual system needs to solve the potentially circular problem of what parts of the image need to be completed, connected, and unified.
Within an integrated vision/recognition system, CONFIGR posits an initial recognition stage that identifies figure pixels from spatially local input information. The resulting, typically incomplete, figure is fed back to the "early vision" stage for long-range completion via filling-in. The reconstructed image may then be re-presented to the recognition system for global functions such as object recognition. CONFIGR balances filling-in as figure against complementary filling-in as ground, which helps block spurious figure completions. One of the primary computational functions of the CONFIGR algorithm is applied here, namely its deterministic transformation of random dots, with any degree of separation, into coherent clusters.
The first step in the CONFIGR algorithm is the specification of a computational spatial scale. This choice entails defining an integral square image unit, or pixel. The pixel serves as the smallest independent, or "visible," unit of the image. The side of a pixel defines one unit of length. Once the pixel size is chosen, CONFIGR is fully determined, with no parameters for the user to specify. Pixels are initially labeled image-figure or image-ground. For the CONFIGR-STARS application, each star in an image projects to one image-figure pixel. The freedom to adjust pixel size allows the user to match star density of a test patch to the density of the reference starmap, if desired. Figure 3 shows CONFIGR connection of 360 random dots, which include the 40 dots of Figure 2 as a subset. While most of the dots become part of a fully connected web, the complete figure includes five small self-contained components and one isolated dot (upper right). With this denser array of image-figure pixels, CONFIGR fills-in 30 rectangles as ground: 13 on iteration #1 and 17 more on iterations #2-14. Although the 320 additional dots produce many more potential connections, filled-ground rectangles inhibit excessive connection. CONFIGR produces figure connections on iterations #1-23, with the largest number (60) completed on iteration #5. The number of figure connections (466) is more than 15 times the number of ground connections. The sparser image in Figure 2b has no ground connections, and denser arrays of image-figure pixels produce more ground filling-in. In dense arrays, ground connections tend to split the web into small self-contained components and isolated dots.
Figure 3. CONFIGR connection of 360 random dots in a 200x200 pixel square, and iteration numbers at which figure and ground filling-in occurs (Carpenter, Gaddam, & Mingolla, 2007, Figure 26 , reprinted with permission). Image connections correspond to filling-in as figure, while filling-in as ground (not shown) helps block spurious completion.
Star clusters and geometric signatures
CONFIGR-STARS extends CONFIGR by generating constellation-like star clusters (Figure 2c ) whose characteristic signatures are associated with locations in the sky. The edge index is the iteration number at which the CONFIGR algorithm connected the edge endpoints. For an image of sparse random dots, the edge index is approximately equivalent to the L ! (sup norm) distance.
CONFIGR-STARS breaks up the CONFIGR web into a set of clusters. In order to reduce artifacts from the projection of stars in space onto the flat image surface, CONFIGR-STARS requires that the index of a cluster edge be five or greater. Each cluster has a maximum number of edges, called the edge cap. Computational examples suggest that an edge cap equal to four produces clusters that are both large enough to be uniquely located in starmaps and small enough to be robust to noise, omissions, and perturbation. A six-dimensional signature, or codeword (Yu, Yi, Fermuller, & Doermann, 2007) , characterizes the geometry of each cluster.
The following steps outline the CONFIGR-STARS algorithm. Open-source code, data, and demos are available from http://techlab.bu.edu/STARS/ .
CONFIGR-STARS algorithm: Star clusters
Define stars as image-figure pixels in a pixel rectangle. A1.
Iterate CONFIGR to convergence, noting each edge index. The initial set of candidate edges consists of all CONFIGR edges with index 5 or greater (Figure 4 ). A2.
Sort candidate edges in increasing order of edge index. A3.
Choose a candidate edge with the smallest edge index as the first edge in a new cluster. A4.
From the set of candidate edges that share a star already in the cluster, add to the cluster the edge with the smallest edge index. In case of ties, choose one of these edges at random. A5.
Repeat step A4 until the cluster contains four (edge cap) edges, or until no more candidate edges share a star with the cluster. A6.
Remove from the candidate set all edges that share a star with the new cluster. A7.
If the cluster is in a reference starmap, record its location. A8.
If the candidate edge set is nonempty, go to step A3. 
CONFIGR-STARS algorithm: Geometric signatures
Define the signature of each cluster as a vector (Figure 5 ), as follows.
B1. Set signature components
Define the edge with the smallest edge index as the baseline edge of the cluster. B3.
Define the set of candidate edges as all edges in the cluster except for the baseline edge. B4.
Compute the Euclidean length of each edge in the cluster. B5.
Set k=1. B6.
Define edge k as the shortest candidate edge, and remove this edge from the candidate set. B7.
Define L k as the length of edge k divided by the length of the baseline edge. B8.
Define A k as the acute angle (0º to 90º) between edge k and the baseline edge. B9.
If the candidate set is nonempty, increase k by 1 and return to step B6.
Note that, when the cluster has three edges, L 3 = A 3 = 0 .
CONFIGR-STARS algorithm: Edge matching
CONFIGR-STARS identifies the location of a star image by comparing a test patch cluster with star clusters in a reference starmap. In addition to its baseline edge, each candidate cluster has two or three edges, with geometric signatures 
Recall that edge angles, relative to the baseline edge, lie between 0º and 90º.
For a given test patch cluster, CONFIGR-STARS searches a reference starmap for a matching cluster by raising µ (in increments of 0.01) until at least one cluster matches. If the algorithm flags more than one starmap location, producing false alarms, matching clusters may be disambiguated by comparing nearby stars. In most of the simulations in Section 4, an a priori default matching criterion with µ=0.05 correctly locates test patch clusters, with no false alarms. Figure 6 shows fragments of Starmap A rotated 5º and 10º. For these patches, CONFIGR-STARS produces clusters that differ geometrically from their corresponding starmap clusters, though the algorithm still finds the correct location. Note that CONFIGR-STARS completions in a test patch typically differ somewhat from completions in a starmap, even if the test patch is an exact subset of the larger image. This is because starmap cluster connections may cross the test patch boundary, as in Figure 6 . Accurate test patch localization thus relies upon algorithm robustness to geometric variations. Examples in this section illustrate this property. The image for test patch ! , which has 14 stars, was collected on October 11, 2001, by Arne Henden at the US Naval Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona. The image for test patch ! , which has 14 stars, was taken on September 6, 2003 by Torsten Bronger, then processed using the program PP3 and published in the Nationmaster Encyclopedia. Test patch ! , which has 9 stars, is an illustrative picture of Cassiopeia, collected at an astronomy lab in Saint John's University, Minnesota. Starmap A and the test patches contain stars with brightness magnitude below 6. CONFIGR-STARS locates each test patch despite star perturbations and omissions. It finds one cluster each from test patches ! and ! , and two clusters from test patch ! , with no false alarms.
CONFIGR-STARS simulations

Multiple brightness thresholds
Starmap A, with a brightness threshold of 6, has 680 stars. Of these, 382 stars have a brightness index below 4 (Figure 7b) , and the 138 brightest have a brightness index below 3 (Figure 7c ). In Figure 7b , CONFIGR-STARS finds the location of test patches ! and ! , but has lost too many stars to locate test patch ! . With only the brightest stars (Figure 7c ), test patch α is reduced to just two stars and remains unfindable. However, the algorithm still finds the location of patches β and γ. A brightness threshold of 4 reduces test patch α from 14 to 11 stars; β from 14 to 9 stars; and γ from 9 to 7 stars. CONFIGR-STARS locates test patches β and γ in this brighter starmap. (c) A brightness threshold of 3 further reduces test patch α from 14 to 2 stars; β from 14 to 8 stars; and γ from 9 to 5 stars. CONFIGR-STARS is still able to locate patches β and γ.
Starmap perturbations and rotations
Finding the location of a test patch requires identification of just one cluster in one starmap. Figure 7 illustrates how starmaps with multiple brightness thresholds may augment the codebook with candidate signatures. Starmap perturbation and rotation may further add candidate signatures to the codebook library, as follows.
Perturbations simulate small variations in star locations. In Figure 8 , star pixels are moved in a Gaussian neighborhood (perturbed) or in a neighborhood twice as large (more perturbed). Given the default matching criterion (µ = 0.05) CONFIGR-STARS fails to locate test patch α in the more perturbed starmap, but finds the patch in the other two maps (Figure 8a ). CONFIGR-STARS successfully locates test patch β in all three versions of the starmap ( Figure  8b ). Note that the algorithm locates test patch β in the more perturbed starmap, despite variations in cluster geometries. Table 1 lists the geometric signatures of the two clusters (Left and Right) in test patch β. Each (non-baseline) edge has a range of length and angle values within which a starmap cluster is defined as a match. A starmap edge is defined as a match to a test patch edge if its length and angle both lie within the matching range, and a starmap cluster is defined as a match to a test patch cluster if at least two of its three edges meet the matching criterion. Table 1 lists length, angle, and matching values for (b). Table 1 shows how the Left test patch cluster matches the corresponding cluster in each of the starmaps of Figure 8b , with two edges matching in each case. In Starmap A and in the more perturbed starmap, edge #2 fails to match, in one case because the edge is too short and in the other because it is too long. In the perturbed starmap, edge #3 is too short and the angle is just slightly too small, relative to the baseline edge. With µ=0.05, CONFIGR-STARS does not match the Right cluster in the more perturbed starmap. There, both edge #2 and edge #3 are too short, and angle #2 is also too small. Figure 9 shows that starmap rotation produces new candidate clusters. In the 10 o starmap, the cluster geometry is further altered. The cluster in the correct
Left cluster
With only two edges, this cluster would fail to meet any matching criterion for any test patch cluster. Raising µ incrementally in the 10 o starmap would, eventually, produce an incorrect match. Because such false alarms generally appear in varying locations, voting across perturbed starmaps is a robust method for deciding among competing candidate clusters. In this example, two of the three starmaps agree on the correct test patch cluster. (Figure 1) . A cluster from a given test patch may be found in some, but not all, of the rotated starmaps. Including perturbed and rotated starmaps in the codebook increases the possibility of finding a test patch location. Starmaps from spring, summer, and winter illustrate CONFIGR-STARS performance across seasons. The source of the seasonal, Northern Hemisphere starmaps in Figure 12 is Tales of the Immortal Night (Kuhl, 2003) . The spring starmap has 487 stars, the summer starmap has 471 stars, and the winter starmap has 461 stars.
Additional starmaps
CONFIGR-STARS correctly locates test patches ε, δ, φ, and η in the seasonal starmaps. Test patch ε, from the Northern Ireland Amateur Astronomy Society, is found in the spring starmap. Test patch δ, from a CCD picture taken by Till Credner in Namibia on May 29, 2006, is found in both spring and winter starmaps. Test patch φ, created by Torsten Bronger using PP3 on August 18, 2003, is found in the summer starmap. Test patch η, of unknown source, from an amateur astronomy website, is found in the winter starmap.
In a final simulation, the test patch location method is tested on a larger starmap. Figure  13 Figure 12 . CONFIGR-STARS finds the locations of four test patches (two from amateur astronomer databases and two from online image repositories) in spring, summer, and winter starmaps. For each test patch, the matching parameter µ was raised in increments of 0.01 until CONFIGR-STARS identified one or more starmap locations. For test patches ε and η, µ needed to be raised to 0.1 before a starmap cluster matched the patch. The other patches were located with the default matching parameter value µ=0.05. Note that test patch δ is found in both spring and winter starmaps. The spring starmap has 487 stars and is bounded by a 460x583 pixel rectangle. The summer starmap has 471 stars and is bounded by a 460x593 pixel rectangle. The winter starmap has 461 stars and is bounded by a 467x588 pixel rectangle. Sources: Starmaps http://www.business-esolutions.com/starmyths/starcharts/{spring,winter,summer}.htm ε http://www.eaas.co.uk/cms/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=20:coronaborealis-and-bootes&catid=5:learning-zone&Itemid=8 δ http://allthesky.com/constellations/crt85.html φ http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/C/Cap.html η Figure 13 . Large starmap, as seen from Boston. The starmap is a simulated system that uses the Yale Bright Star Catalogue, an Orbit Simulator, and information from weather satellites (GOES, METEOSAT, GMS) to estimate cloud cover. The full starmap has 3,632 stars. The upper left quadrant (shown) is bounded by a 712x707 pixel rectangle. With µ raised incrementally, CONFIGR-STARS locates the test patch at µ =0.03. Source:
CONFIGR-STARS: Future directions
Simulations in this article set the maximum number of cluster edges equal to four, which produces six-dimensional geometric signatures. Matching clusters may fail to match in at most one edge. The value of the matching parameter (µ) may be determined incrementally, but the default value (µ=0.05) produces good results in most simulations. Further studies of CONFIGR-STARS, which can vary the number of cluster edges as well as the matching criterion, are needed to demonstrate the utility of the algorithm on large starmaps and on more varied test patches.
